Expectations around the building

Be Safe – Be Respectful – Be Responsible

**Cafeteria:**
- **Be safe**: Walking feet, KYHFOOUTY
- **Be respectful**: Quiet in line, restaurant voice while eating, sit on your pockets, face the table, eat your own lunch
- **Be Responsible**: Raise hand to leave, clean-up after yourself

**Office:**
- **Be Safe**: Stay behind the counter, KYHFOOUTY
- **Be Respectful**: Wait quietly for your turn
- **Be Responsible**: Have a hall pass

**Halls & Stairs:**
- **Be Safe**: Walking feet, KYHFOOUTY
- **Be Respectful**: Voices off
- **Be Responsible**: Stay to the right

**Recess:**
- **Be Safe**: KYHFOOUTY
- **Be Respectful**: Listen to the person on duty, follow playground rules
- **Be Responsible**: Stay in the perimeter, get an adult to help retrieve balls, return playground equipment, line up as soon as the bell rings

**Bathrooms:**
- **Be Safe**: Wash your hands, KYHFOOUTY
- **Be Respectful**: GO, FLUSH, WASH, LEAVE
- **Be Responsible**: Keep it clean, report a problem to your teacher immediately

**Physical Education:**
- **Be Safe**: KYHFOOUTY
- **Be Respectful**: Use equipment appropriately, put everything away when finished
- **Be Responsible**: Listen the first time; every time

**Library:**
- **Be Safe**: KYHFOOUTY
- **Be Respectful**: Raise hands with questions, follow directions
- **Be Responsible**: Replace books in correct spot

**Assemblies:**
- **Be Safe**: KYHFOOUTY
- **Be Respectful**: Eyes on the stage, voices off, listen for directions
- **Be Responsible**: Sit on pockets, clap when it is all over, sit in assigned spot

**KYHFOOUTY = Keep Your Hands, Feet, Other Objects and Unkind words to Yourself**

*If you need help solving a problem, ask an adult to help you.*